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Introduction 

The warning call ‘Zurückbleiben bitte’ [‘stay back please’] has accompanied the 
departure of trains on Berlin’s Stadtschnellbahn [City Railway] (S-Bahn) since 1927, 
in order to minimize the hazards that automatically closing carriage doors present to 
passengers (Braun 1997a). Yet the moment of departure is not the only time when 
train doors can present risks to passengers, and arguably it is during the journey that 
these risks are highest. This paper explores the impact of train door technologies on 
passenger safety in Berlin’s S-Bahn network and shows how their development 
allowed, mediated and mitigated different risks. To achieve these aims, the agency of 
the doors and their constituent technologies are emphasised in terms of unintended 
outcomes and consequences. This emphasis is framed by a modest sensitivity to the 
approaches of Actor Network Theory (A.N.T.). First, the main facets of A.N.T are 
outlined to substantiate the positioning of S-Bahn doors as actors of and in risk. Then 
a summary of the technological evolution of Berlin’s S-Bahn train doors is provided. 
Thereafter the paper considers three case studies that collectively demonstrate how 
train doors have posed, or been implicated in, risks to passengers in the S-Bahn over 
the last seventy-five years. These case studies relate to the criminal utilisation of train 
doors by a serial killer between 1940 and 1941, the phenomenon of train surfing that 
peaked during the late 1980s and early 1990s, and finally, the more contemporary 
incidents when the malfunction of train doors has presented dangers to passengers.  

S-Bahn Doors as Actors of Risk 

Since the late 1960s, Science, Technology and Society or Science and Technology 
Studies (STS) have promulgated interdisciplinary research agendas and methods that 
have countered ideas of technological determinism by emphasising the entwined 
nature of the social and the technical (Hubbard 2006). STS’s objectives, in this 
respect, are perhaps best exemplified by one of its most celebrated proponents, Bruno 
Latour, and his development of ANT as a means to open up the study of social 
phenomena through a relational ontology that involves the co-interaction and agency 
of non-humans as wells as humans (Ibid).  

Latour developed these ideas in direct reference to transport networks as 
attested to by his book, Aramis or the love of technology (Aramis) (1996). While 
Latour used Aramis to communicate the tenets of ANT, his Reassembling the Social: 
An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory (2005), provides a more complete 
description of the theory. In this book Latour reassembles the social to the extent that 
“society, far from being the context ‘in which’ everything is framed” is instead 
“ construed as one of the many connecting elements circulating inside tiny conduits” 
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(2005, 5). Central to ANT is what Latour terms, actants, human and non-human actors 
that become embroiled in a web of social relations termed, actor-networks. At the 
same time and critically Latour distinguishes between those actants that are mediators 
and those that are intermediaries. The latter, “transports meaning or force without 
transformation: defining its inputs is enough to define its outputs” (2005, 37). 
Meanwhile, the former’s “input is never a good predictor of their output; their 
specificity has to be taken into account every time” (Ibid 39). In other words, 
“mediators transform, translate, distort, and modify the meaning or the elements they 
are supposed to carry” while intermediaries do not (Ibid).  

While ANT is not without critiques most significantly those which highlight 
its failure to account for the different levels of intentionality evident in human and 
non-human agency, and while it is, arguably better suited to the analysis of 
contemporary rather than historical periods, it still provides a useful means by which 
to ensure a sensitivity to the technological and non-human components of risk in 
transport networks. In this sense risk like power can be appreciated as “diffused 
through an array of seemingly mundane objects, each of which is, nonetheless, part of 
the whole” (Hubbard 1997, 147). For those designing and developing transport 
networks, an attention to the influence of each of these objects on risk is a necessity. 
As one of the interviewees who features in Aramis states, 

“You know, when you invent an urban transportation system, you always get 
into trouble with the little old blind lady with a heart condition who gets her 
umbrella stuck. You always have to take her into account”(Latour 1996, 26). 

As their technological development testifies, one such mundane object, train doors, 
and their ability to create ‘trouble’, or more specifically, risk, has been taken into 
account by the designers of the Berlin’s S-Bahn and its rolling stock throughout their 
history.   

The Development of Berlin’s S-Bahn Doors.1  

The trains of Berlin’s earliest steam railways, which dated to the 1870s, had heavy 
hinged, wooden doors that opened outwards. These doors, once opened, would remain 
open and thus it was the responsibility of railway staff to manually close them before 
departure. With the decision to electrify the city’s rail network a number of trial train 
carriages were developed in the early 1920s with single sliding doors constructed of 
riveted steel sheets in order to improve the train’s profile, reduce dangers when being 
opened, and bring about faster passenger transfers. These trains entered into use with 
the advent of the S-Bahn network in 1924 but soon proved unsatisfactory, and were 
all decommissioned by 1934. The basic reliance on sliding doors, however, persisted 
in the Class-169 and Class-168 trains introduced in 1925 and 1926 respectively. The 
latter introduced a double sliding door whose two parts slid open in opposite 
directions and disappeared into the carriage body. Wood was once again used for the 
bodies of these doors in order to bring about a number of benefits including, a 
reduction in their weight. 

Further refinements to the doors were made in the interest of passenger safety 
with the introduction of the Class-165/475 trains in 1927. For example, internal door 
edges were clad with rubber and the lock mechanism was moved to the top of the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1The information provided in this section is taken from Braun (1997a; 1997b).  
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door. After trying various types of wood for the door, designers eventually settled on 
teak because of its durability. The switch from single to double sliding doors had also 
revealed an important weakness. Whereas the latter was easier for the passenger to 
open and close, it was not guaranteed to close due only to the acceleration of the train 
as former had done. For this reason a new closing mechanism was introduced. This 
mechanism was triggered by the train driver and used a short burst of compressed air 
to force the two parts of the doors closed. This did not, however, stop passengers from 
being able to manually open and close the doors at all other times. For those still used 
to encountering steam trains the introduction of this new technology was not without 
teething problems. As one commentator wrote in 1930,  

“One was accustomed to jumping aboard slow moving steam trains even at the 
last moment. This bad habit could only lead to accidents given the greater 
acceleration of electric trains and was necessarily prevented by automatic 
closing doors. Initially, the odd traveller who still tried to jump aboard at the 
last moment was pinched by the closing door. Gradually the public has also 
become accustomed to this so that now these inconveniences are barely feared” 
(Lang quoted by Braun 1997a, 8).  

Many of the new Class-165/475 carriages introduced in 1930 were fitted with 
aluminium doors following the use of the new lightweight metal for the production of 
train doors in France and England This was the first large scale use of aluminium 
doors, which in actual fact weighed more than their teak predecessors. But soon the 
use of aluminium was perfected so that the new doors weighed less than the teak 
forerunners. This aluminium design provided the basis for all subsequent door 
developments including those featured in the Class-166/476 and Class-167/477 trains 
introduced in 1936 and 1938 respectively. Thus the S-Bahn’s widespread use of 
aluminium can be said to have reflected the lightweight metal’s status as a “new 
material culture of mobility” that contributed to the realisation of the grander dreams 
of twentieth-century modernity (Sheller 2014, 1).  

From the early 1940s S-Bahn doors reflected the material shortages associated 
with World War Two. During and after the conflict damaged doors were substituted 
with heavy steel doors. Their post-war repair was also hindered by the dismantling of 
railway workshops as part of the Soviet Union’s pursuit of war reparations. From the 
mid 1950s the Class-169 and Class-168 trains that were still in service were retrofitted 
with double sliding aluminium doors with pneumatic closing mechanisms. The use of 
aluminium doors was once again standardised in 1959 with the introduction of Class-
170 trains. These trains did not feature either locks or latches and relied entirely on 
compressed air to remain closed. In addition their handles were positioned in order to 
prevent people from trying to jump aboard while the train was moving. The Class-170 
trains were withdrawn from service in the mid 1970s. At the beginning of the 1960s 
the replacement of the S-Bahn’s train doors was rationalised with the creation of a 
standard aluminium door which was used to replace steel and wooden doors as they 
came to the end of their utility in the 1970s and 1980s.  

In 1979 Class-270/485 trains were introduced with doors very similar to these 
standard doors except that they now remained locked throughout travel, depending on 
the train’s speed, thanks to an electronic connection – a measure that could be 
overridden during an emergency. Meanwhile compressed air was used to aid the 
opening process and the passenger could now activate the closing process by pressing 
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a button inside the carriage. At the same time a now iconic audio signal was 
introduced to warn passengers of the closing doors and a train’s imminent departure. 
Similar design measures were adopted for the Class-480 trains introduced in 1986. In 
these trains a warning light was installed to supplement the closing signal but unlike 
the Class-270/485 compressed air rather than a electronic connection powered the 
doors’ closing mechanisms. For the first time the designers of both classes of trains 
were able to mitigate the potential dangers and opportunities for misuse presented by 
external door fixtures, by having them removed altogether. This strategy was 
continued for the Class-481 trains introduced in 1996, which along with the Class-480 
and Class-270/485, make up the entire rolling stock of the S-Bahn network today. 
However, older classes of train were commonly used on the S-Bahn until the late 
1990s and early 2000s (Table 1). Therefore the risks associated with S-Bahn doors 
have been neither revealed nor resolved in a straightforward chronological manner. 
They have occurred due to intentional human manipulation of newly introduced and 
persisting older technologies, and in addition because of the malfunctioning of ageing 
technologies. They have, however, become most discernable at particular moments, 
when Berlin’s S-Bahn doors have been implicated in murders, thrill seeking practices 
and everyday accidents.  

Class (Use) Door Type Door Material Closing Mechanism  Status During 
Travel 

Trials (1924-1934) Single Slide-Door  Steel   Acceleration Forces Unlocked 
169 (1925-1962) Single Slide-Door  Steel  Acceleration Forces Unlocked 
168 (1926-1962) Double Slide-Door Wood  Acceleration Forces Unlocked 

165/475 (1928-1998) Double Slide-Door Wood/ Aluminium/Steel*  Compressed Air Unlocked  
166/476 (1936-2000) Double Slide-Door Aluminium/Steel* Compressed Air Unlocked 
167/477 (1938-2003) Double Slide-Door Aluminium/Steel* Compressed Air Unlocked 

170 (1959-1970) Double Slide-Door Aluminium Compressed Air Locked 
270/485 (1979 - ) Double Slide-Door Aluminium Electronic Connection Speed Dependent 

480 (1986 - ) Folding Double Slide-Door Aluminium Electronic Connection Locked 
481 (1996 - ) Folding Double Slide-Door Aluminium Electronic Connection Locked 

* These materials changed with the replacement of damaged doors, retrofitting programmes and material shortages. 
 

Table 1: The S-Bahn’s Train Doors 1924 – 2014 (adapted from Braun 1997a; 1997b) 

Murder 

Michael Brooks has written about the impacts of the ‘lonely crowd’ on female 
experiences of travelling on the New York Subway (1997). He notes how on the 
Subway “women saw differently – and, just as important, were seen differently – than 
men” to the extent that they sometimes faced the gender and place specific risk of 
sexual assault (Ibid, 172). Meanwhile, Richard Dennis has shown how offences, 
similar in nature, could also characterise public transport in Victorian London, and in 
particular its railways, by noting that it “remained harder to escape the unwelcome 
attentions of fellow passengers on a fast-moving, infrequently-stopping train than on a 
bus, and still more difficult in the semi-darkness of a minimally gas-lit underground 
compartment” (2008, 336). While Brooks pays most attention to the dangers of the 
‘lonely crowd’ - those crimes that took advantage of the proximity of masses of 
people, Dennis is more sensitive to the fears and anxieties of being trapped alone with 
a stranger in a moving train carriage. In Berlin these fears and anxieties found their 
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greatest expression between September 1940 and February 1941 when a section of 
what is today the S3 Line became the domain of a criminal that the press called the S-
Bahn murderer.  

Starting in the summer of 1939 a man began attacking women in an 
increasingly sexual and violent manner in the allotment gardens in the area 
surrounding Rummelsburg S-Bahn station. Then on 20th September 1940 he attacked 
a woman while they were alone in a second-class carriage between stations. The 
woman struggled to escape through the train doors but was strangled unconscious by 
her attacker and then thrown from the door before the train reached its next 
destination. Amazingly the women survived her ordeal but could remember little of 
the attack and so the Berlin Police wrote off the incident as either a hoax or a drunken 
accident. Accidents in and around the S-Bahn were an increasing occurrence given 
the wartime imposed blackout and during just December 1940 twenty-eight people 
had died due to blackout related accidents on Berlin’s railway tracks (Moorhouse 
2009). The month later, the man claimed his first victim when he followed a woman 
he had met on the S-Bahn home and murdered her. Then he started to repeat his 
attacks on the S-Bahn itself, and while another victim survived her ordeal, five others 
did not and their bodies were found alongside the train tracks between December 
1940 and February 1941. In each instance the attacks followed the same pattern. The 
man would assault women travelling alone at night in empty carriages between 
stations before disposing of their bodies by throwing them out of the train doors. The 
S-Bahn murder was eventually arrested by the Police in July 1941 and was revealed 
to be a 28 year-old S-Bahn employee named Paul Ogorzow. In Nazi Germany 
punishment was swift and severe, especially for those who took criminal advantage of 
wartime measures, and Ogorzow was executed a day after being found guilty and just 
thirteen days after his arrest.  

The few limited historical accounts of Ogorzow’s murders emphasise how he 
took advantage of the wartime blackout or occasionally note how his murderous urges 
benefited from: the trust he garnered as a uniformed S-Bahn employee; the S-Bahn’s 
fare structure, which left the more expensive second-class carriages emptier than the 
cheaper third-class carriages; and his knowledge of the time intervals between the 
stations (see Hickethier 1982; Moorhouse 2009; Selby 2014). None pay any concerted 
attention to the door technologies that allowed Ogorzow to dispose of his victims and 
thus escape detection for nearly ten months. The trains on which Ogorzow attacked 
his victims were likely to have been either the Class-166/476 or the Class-167/477 
trains introduced in the late 1930s. The later was the second largest type of rolling 
stock on the network at the time, with over 500 units, and together these where the 
first train models to benefit from the improved use of aluminium to reduce door 
weights. The compressed air mechanisms used to close these trains’ doors on 
departure, as with those of the earlier Class-165/475 trains, were relieved after around 
twenty seconds meaning they could be manually opened during travel (Strauch et al 
1998). While the wooden doors of the Class-165/475 would have been harder to open 
those of the Class-167/477 and Class-166/476 benefited from a lightness designed to 
ease passenger exit and a mechanism that meant the double sliding doors both slid 
simultaneously back into the frame of the carriage when pressure was applied to one 
of their handles. For this reason, with a bit of effort they could be opened with one 
hand. While older heavier door types remained in use on older classes of train it is 
safe to assume that, as an employee of the S-Bahn, Ogorzow would have taken 
precautions to only attack women in carriages featuring the newer lighter doors. Their 
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material of construction and constituent technologies thus turned the S-Bahn’s doors 
into an accessory to murder and in some cases arguably even a murder weapon. 
Around fifty years later human corpses would once again recovered from tracks of 
Berlin’s S-Bahn but this was not the result of copycat killer. Instead it was the 
outcome of the victims themselves seeking out the chance to experience the risks 
associated with the technological loopholes that Ogorzow had taken advantage of.  

Thrill Seeking 

The practice of travelling on the outside of trains is probably as old as rail travel itself. 
For example, in the 1890s on the world’s first deep-level underground railway, the 
City and South London Railway, guards supposedly warned passengers that it was 
forbidden to ride on the roof (Ackroyd 2012). However, as the photographs of 
soldiers travelling on the roofs of overfull trains after the end of World War One 
testify, this practice served for a long time primarily as a means to an end – to 
overcome spatial and indeed financial restraints – rather than as an end in itself, as is 
the case for the more recent phenomenon of train surfing, which can be broadly 
defined as the highly dangerous practice of “climbing onto the outer surface of a 
moving train for the purpose of pleasure and excitement” (Mackay 2009, 4). This 
phenomenon was reported in the press of numerous countries, including Germany 
(Der Spiegel 1988), Brazil (Cohen 1988), and the UK (The Times 1989) at roughly 
the same time in the late 1980s. The first fatal train surfing incident recorded in Berlin 
occurred in 1989 and for a number of years thereafter the city became what some 
described as “a real [train] surfing ‘paradise’” (Stauch et al 1998, 120). The S-Bahn’s 
status as a surfer’s heaven found popular expression in a song written in 1992 by the 
East German rock band, The Puhdys called Wie Ein Engel [Like an Angel] and its 
associated music video. The video briefly follows a young train surfer and his 
entourage. It shows one surfer opening the train doors, mid journey, with alarming 
ease and somewhat predictably ends in our anti-hero’s death. Sadly it was not just 
fictional characters that fell pray to the dangers of train surfing. Between 1989 and 
1995 there were forty-one train surfing accidents on Berlin’s railways of which 
eighteen led to fatalities. The vast majority of these occurred on the S-Bahn between 
stations on trains travelling at speeds between 50 and 80 km/h and involved young 
males between the age of sixteen and twenty (Ibid).  

The motivations and causes behind train surfing are varied, complex and tied 
in part to wider patterns of male youth risk-taking behaviour (see Malone 2005; 
Mackay 2009; Sedite et al 2010). For example, depending on specific context, train 
surfing has been framed as a right of passage, an anti-authoritarian provocation, an 
expression of masculinity, a response to boredom, an extreme sport, and an act of 
action movie mimicry (Malone 2005; Sedite et al 2010). In addition, some argue that 
train surfing “can be better understood if local histories and contemporary conditions 
are used to bring context back into descriptions of risk and death-defying 
performances” (Sedite et al 2010, 583). In Berlin, S-Bahn surfing emerged against the 
backdrop of national reunification and an intense period of exploration by both East 
and West Berliners of the parts of the city that had previously been restricted to them 
(Book 1995). In some ways the S-Bahn provided a further means by which to push at 
and overcome previously accepted boundaries and limitations at a time when Berlin’s 
youths were becoming increasingly exposed to the payoffs of anti-authoritarianism. 
As such, S-Bahn surfing may have represented another example of how Berlin’s 
youths were becoming more accustomed to transgress established thresholds in the 
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pursuit of benefits that they perceived to outweigh any potential risks. Whatever the 
extent to which the ambiguous moments and stretched durations of reunification, 
which were probably intoxicating and debilitating in equal measure, influenced S-
Bahn surfers’ activities, they were ultimately able to pursue these risks because the 
door technologies still in use allowed them to do so.  

While Class-270/485 and Class-480 trains had doors that remained locked 
throughout travel, the earlier Class-165/475, Class-166/476 and Class-167/477 trains 
did not and remained in service until 1997, 2000 and 2003 respectively. For a time, 
the only preventive measure employed to stop people from opening the doors during 
travel on these trains was a bilingual sign that read “Nicht öffnen bevor der Zug halt. 
Lebensgefahr! – Do not open before train stops. Danger!” 2  Speed-controlled 
automatic door locking systems were later installed on Class-166/476 and Class-
167/477 trains meaning that by 1997 the best S-Bahn surfing possibilities were 
presented by the oldest trains still in service, the Class-165/475 trains that still 
accounted for about a tenth of the total rolling stock (Strauch et al 1998). The 
withdrawal of these trains that year coupled with the safety features of the new Class-
270/485 and Class-480 trains encouraged Strauch et al to predict that S-Bahn surfing 
would be nothing more than “a temporary phenomenon” (Ibid, 127). However, train 
surfing in Berlin has recently undergone a modest revival. Since 2009 two people 
have been killed U-Bahn surfing while a spate of incidents in the last two years have 
seen a number of people seriously injured and at least four others die on the S-Bahn 
(Kurpjuweit 2009; Berliner Morgenpost 2010; Brüning 2014). In these incidents, 
however, it seems that the victims did not gain access to the outside of trains via their 
doors but rather boarded their couplings and roofs undetected while the trains waited 
at stations before departing. This leads to the somewhat controversial question of 
whether increased safety measures in door technologies has actually driven thrill 
seekers to take even higher risks. Occasionally these measures can, through their 
malfunction, even present risks to those who do not actively seek them, as a number 
of recent cases involving some of the oldest S-Bahn trains currently in service have 
demonstrated.  

Everyday Accidents 

Train doors have long been recognised to create unintended risks and anxieties for 
everyday passengers using railway networks, as demonstrated by Dennis’ 
consideration of the anxieties associated with embarking and disembarking the first 
trains of London’s underground railway (2013). Train doors have likely presented 
risks to railways passenger for as long as they have existed, As a result the common 
passenger is now well accustomed to these risks (see p.3) and seems happy to rely on 
the technological safety measures in place. But when these measure malfunction or 
prove insufficient the risk of injury, and even death, rises.  

In 2010 a man was dragged to his death on the S-Bahn after trying to leave a 
train at the last moment and getting trapped between its doors. The failure of the 
doors to automatically reopen after detecting a trapped object was compounded by 
staff shortages, which meant there was no platform attendant on duty at the time 
(Kurpjuweit & Spangenberg 2010). The doors sensors, it was revealed, were not 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2These signs can still be seen in the decommissioned Class-165/475 trains now used as stationary snack 
bars at Berlin’s Tegel and Schönefeld airports. These are also the best places to get an impression as to 
how easy it would have been to open these doors during travel.   
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always sensitive enough, meaning that smaller objects like backpack straps or feet 
could get trapped and dragged along by the train, as was the case in 2013 when two 
men in two separate incidents were injured in such a manner (Hasselmann 2013). The 
increase in such accidents reflects passengers’ increased levels of risk compensation 
and behavioural adaptation and besides leading to possible injury or death can also 
severely damage the doors. This behaviour has led to the introduction of new warning 
messages in the S-Bahn and to the introduction of a 35€ fine for offenders (Koch-
Klauke 2013). Hoping to change passenger behaviour in this way may be the best 
course of action given that experience with the new Underground trains in London 
has shown that more sensitive train door technologies can lead to unacceptable and 
unexpected disruptions to service and technical delays (BBC 2010).  

Besides these better known dangers the S-Bahn’s doors have also recently 
presented a number of risks that the passenger does not expect. In May 2010 the doors 
of a Class-480 train suddenly opened during travel without warning when the closing 
mechanism short-circuited due to water ingress (Süddeutsche 2010). Luckily the train 
was not very full at the time and no one was injured as a result, but checks were still 
conducted on all of the seventy Class-480 trains still in service (Ibid). A few months 
later, during the heavy winter of 2010/2011, snow caused the opposite problem and a 
number of doors failed to open at stations, causing masses of passengers to squeeze 
through the trains to those doors that still functioned (Heine & Zawatka-Gerlach 
2010) – a scenario that would have been unacceptable in an emergency situation. In 
2012 similar problems were recorded on the Class-485 trains in an incident that saw a 
young boy, who had been leaning against a door, almost fall onto tracks used by high-
speed trains (Colmenares & Heinsohn 2012). This incident revealed that in particular 
circumstances the doors on both sides of the Class-485 trains could be accidently or 
intentionally opened by passengers during travel, leading some to warn of the 
increased possibility of S-Bahn surfing (Jacobs 2012). The S-Bahn’s technicians 
addressed these issues by the end of 2013 and in the same year the final withdrawal of 
Class-485 trains, which is expected to be complete by 2017, began. 

Conclusion 

This paper has used a number of case studies to demonstrate that changes and 
innovations in the S-Bahn’s door have been brought about by, and resulted in, a 
number of unexpected risks. Thus the paper, through a modest application of Latour’s 
A.N.T., has considered these mundane technologies to be actors of and in risk. It has 
done this by showing how at various moments and through various constituent 
technologies train doors have been enrolled in actor-networks that have led to dangers 
resulting in human death and injury.  

In the early 1940s the widespread use of aluminium, which has elsewhere 
been framed as an ingredient in the grander dreams of modernity (Sheller 2014), 
contributed to localised nightmares that involved the attack of seven women and the 
murder of four. Here, the S-Bahn’s doors presented new types of unforeseen risks for 
female passengers within actor-networks that also included human actors, most 
evidently, the murder, Ogorzow, and other non-human actors, such as blackout 
regulations and the railway’s fare-structure. In this case one individual manipulated 
the S-Bahn’s doors in order to present risk to others. In the late 1980s and early 1990s 
the S-Bahn door technologies of older trains were utilised by those seeking new thrills 
through the practice of train surfing. Against the backdrop of the wider explorations 
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associated with national reunification Berlin became a train surfers’ heaven but in a 
matter of moments this could just as easily become a hell, as testified to the high 
number of human fatalities associated with the activity at this time. On this occasion 
the S-Bahn’s doors were co-opted by individuals who actively sought out risk. More 
recently, the train door technologies introduced to mitigate such activities have not 
only forced train surfers to access their thrills in different ways, but with their own 
ageing, have continued to present risks to everyday passengers. In these cases the 
risks are occasionally heightened by passengers’ overreliance on the safety measures 
that they have come to expect of modern train travel, but ultimately, in acting in an 
unexpected and non-intentioned way, the doors themselves are the main drivers of 
risk in these circumstances.  

In conclusion, the mundane technologies of the S-Bahn’s train doors should be 
acknowledged to be ‘mediators’, rather than ‘intermediaries’, of risk. Perhaps 
appreciating them as such may contribute to the task of reducing the risks they, and 
their descendants may pose in the future. The hopes of successfully achieving such a 
task, however, might be slim, given the unexpected and unpredictable risks that S-
Bahn doors are likely to pose in the future. As such, it is unlikely that the call of 
‘Zurückbleiben bitte’ will disappear from the S-Bahn’s platforms any time soon.  
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